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ABSTRACT

blinking. The perception study [2] reports that head motion
plays a direct role in the perception of speech based on the
evaluation of a speech-in-noise task by Japanese subjects.
Also, adding head motion can greatly enhance the realism
of synthesized facial animation that is being increasingly
used in many fields, e.g. education, communication, and
entertainment industry.
Because of the complexity of the association between the
speech channel and its accompanying head motion, generating appropriate head motion for new audio is a timeconsuming and tedious job for animators. They often manually make key head poses by referring to the recorded video
of actors reciting the audio/text or capturing the head motion of real actors using motion capture systems. However,
it is impossible to reuse the captured data/video for other
scenarios without considerable effort. Furthermore, making
Categories and Subject Descriptors
appropriate head motion for the conversation of multiple humans (avatars) poses more challenging problems for manual
I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three Dimensional Graphics
approaches and motion capture methods. And automatic
and Realism-Animation, Virtual Reality; I.2.6 [Artificial
head motion is a requirement in many applications, such as
Intelligence]: Learning-Knowledge acquisition; H.5.1 [Multimedia
autonomous avatars in avatar-based telepresence systems,
Information Systems]: Animations
interactive characters in computer games, etc.
In this paper, a data-driven audio-based head motion synthesis technique is presented for avatar-based telepresence
systems. First, head motion of a human subject speaking
a custom corpus is captured, and the accompanying audio
features are extracted. Based on the aligned pairs between
audio features and head motion (audio-headmotion), a KNearest Neighbors (KNN)-based dynamic programming algorithm is used to synthesize novel head motion given new
audio input. This approach also provides optional intuitive
keyframe (key head poses) control: after key head poses
are specified, this method will synthesize appropriate head
motion sequences that maximally meet the requirements of
both the speech and key head poses.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Humans communicate via two channels [1, 2]: an explicit
channel (speech) and an implicit channel (non-verbal gestures). In computer graphics community, significant effort
has been made to model the explicit speech channel [3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. However, speech production is often accompanied by non-verbal gestures, such as head motion and eye
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2.

PREVIOUS AND RELATED WORK

A comprehensive review on facial animation is beyond this
work, and a recent review can be found in [10]. Recent
relevant research on non-verbal gestures and head motion is
described in this section.

2.1

Non-Verbal Gestures

Pelachaud et al. [11] generate facial expressions and head
movements from labeled text using a set of custom rules,
based on Facial Action Coding System (FACS) representations [12]. Cassell et al. [13] present an automated system that generates appropriate non-verbal gestures, including head motion, for conversations among multiple avatars,
but they address only the “nod” head motion in their work.
Perlin and Goldberg [14] develop an “Improv” system that
combines procedural and rule-based techniques for behaviorbased characters. The character actions are predefined, and
decision rules are used to choose the appropriate combinations and transitions. Kurlander et al. [15] construct a
“comic chat” system that automatically generates 2D comics
for online graphical chatting, based on the rules of comic
panel composition. Chi et al. [16] present an EMOTE model
by implanting Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) and its efforts and shape components into character animation. It is
successfully applied to arm and body movements, but the

applicability of this method to head movements with speech
has not been established. Cassell et al. [17] generate appropriate non-verbal gestures from text, relying on a set of
linguistic rules derived from non-verbal conversational research. This method works on text, but the possibility of
applying this method to audio input is not verified yet.

2.2

Head Motion

Researchers have reported that there are strong correlations between speech and its accompanying head movements [18, 19, 20, 21, 2]. For example, Munhall et al. [2]
show that the rhythmic head motion strongly correlates with
the pitch and amplitude of the subject’s voice. Graf et
al. [21] estimate the probability distribution of major head
movements (e.g. “nod”) according to the occurrences of
pitch accents. [19, 18] even report that about 80% of the
variance observed for fundamental frequency (F0) can be determined from head motion, although the average percentage of head motion variance that can be linearly inferred
from F0 is much lower. Costa et al. [20] use the Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) to model the association between
audio features and visual prosody. In their work, only eyebrow movements are analyzed, and the connection between
audio features and head motion is not reported. As such,
a data-driven synthesis approach for head motion has not
been published yet.
In this paper, a data-driven technique is presented to automatically synthesize “appropriate head motion” for given
novel speech input. First, head motion is extracted from
the captured data of a human subject, speaking a custom
corpus with different expressions. Audio is captured simultaneously. All the audio-headmotion pairs are collected into
a database indexed by audio features. Next, the audio features of given new speech (audio) input are used to search
for their K nearest neighbors in this database. All such K
chosen nearest neighbors are put into a nearest neighbor
candidate pool, and a dynamic programming algorithm is
used to find the optimum nearest neighbor combination by
minimizing a cost function. This approach also provides
flexible control for animators. If key head poses are specified, this approach will try to maximally satisfy the requests
from speech and key head poses.
The main contributions of this approach are:
• It is fully automatic. It can synthesize appropriate
head motion directly from audio, and it can be used
for many applications, e.g. avatar-based telepresence
systems and computer games.
• It also provides optional flexible control. By specifying
key head poses, animators can influence the synthesized head motion. Another control is to the ability
to adjust “searching weights” (Section 5) to meet the
synthesis preference of the animators.
Section 3 describes the acquisition and preprocessing of
both audio and visual data. Section 4 describes how to synthesize novel head motion given new speech using a KNNbased dynamic programming technique, and how to search
for the optimized weights is discussed (Section 5). Finally,
results and conclusions are described Section 6&7 respectively.

3.

DATA ACQUISITION

An actress with markers on her face was captured with
a Vicon motion capture system [22]. The actress was directed to speak a custom designed corpus composed of about
two hundred sentences, each with four expressions (neutral,
happy, angry and sad) as naturally as possible. At the same
time, the accompanying audio was recorded. This data were
captured for a comprehensive research project, and only
head motion data is used in this work. Figure 1 illustrates
the markers used in this process.

Figure 1: Illustration of the markers used in motion capture. Dark points are three chosen approximately rigid points.
The following procedure is used to extract the transformation of head motion for each frame:
1. A specific nose point is assumed to be the local coordinate center of each frame, and one frame in a neutral
pose is chosen as a reference frame.
2. A local coordinate system is defined by three chosen
approximately rigid points (the nose point and corner
points of the eyes, shown as dark points in Fig 1).
The distance between the nose point in each frame and
that of the reference frame is its translation vector, and
aligning each frame with the reference frame generates
its rotation matrix.
3. Since this transformation is only composed of rotation
and translation, it can be further decomposed into a
six dimensional transformation vector [23]: three Euler angles (converted to “Radians” in this work) and
three translational values. As such, a six dimensional
transformation vector (T-VEC) is generated.
4. The difference between the T-VECs of two consecutive
frames (suppose ti and ti+1 ) is the head motion at ti .
The acoustic information is extracted using the Praat
speech processing software [24] with a 30-ms window and
21.6-ms of overlap. The audio-features used are the pitch
(F0), the lowest five formants (F1 through F5), 13-MFCC
(Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients) and 12-LPC (Linear
Prediction Coefficient). These 31 dimensional audio feature vectors are reduced to four dimensions using Principal

Component Analysis (PCA), covering 98.89% of the variation. An audio feature PCA space expanded by four eigenvectors (corresponding to the four largest eigen-values) is
also constructed. Note that which audio features enclose
most useful information for head motion estimation is still
an open question, and audio features used for this work are
chosen experimentally.
In this way, a database of aligned audio-head-motion is
constructed (Fig 2). For simplicity, AHD (Audio-Headmotion
Database) is used to refer to this database in the remaining
sections. Each entry of the AHD is composed of a four dimensional audio feature PCA coefficients (AF-COEF) and
a head motion transformation vector (T-VEC). Note that
the AHD is indexed by the AF-COEF.

Numerous approaches were presented to speed up the Knearest neighbor search, and a good overview can be found
in [25]. In this work, KD-tree [26] is used to speed up this
search. The average time complexity of a KD-tree search is
O(log Nd ), where Nd is the size of the dataset.

4.2

Dynamic Programming Optimization

After the PCA projection and K nearest neighbors search,
for a AF-COEF fi at time Ti , its K nearest neighbors are
found (assume its K nearest neighbors are Ni,1 , Ni,2 , . . . , Ni,K ).
Which neighbor should be optimally chosen at time Ti ? A
dynamic programming technique is used here to find the optimum neighbor combination by minimizing the total “synthesis cost” (“synthesis error” and “synthesis cost” are used
interchangablely in this paper).
The synthesis cost (error) at time Ti is defined to include
the following three parts:
• Neighbor-distance Error (NE): the neighbor-distance
(Eq. 2) between the AF-COEF of a nearest neighbor,
e.g. ci,j , and the input AF-COEF fi (Eq. 3).
N Ei,j = kci,j − fi k2

Figure 2: Illustration of the Audio-Headmotion
Database (AHD). Each entry in this database is
composed of two parts: a AF-COEF (four dimensional audio feature pca coefficients) and a T-VEC
(six dimensional head motion transformation vector).

4.

SYNTHESIZING HEAD MOTION

After the AHD is constructed (Section 3), the audio features of a given novel speech input are reduced into AFCOEFs by projecting them into the audio feature PCA space
(Eq. 1) created in Section 3. Here F is a 31 dimensional
audio feature vector, f is its AF-COEF, and M is the eigenvector matrix (31*4 in this case).
f = M T .(F − F̄ )

(1)

Then, these AF-COEFs are used to index the AHD and
search for their K nearest neighbors. After these neighbors
are identified, a dynamic programming technique is used to
find the optimum nearest neighbor combination by minimizing the total cost. Finally, the head motion of the chosen
nearest neighbors is concatenated together to form the final
head motion sequence. Figure 3 illustrates this head motion
synthesis pipeline.

4.1

Find K-Nearest Neighbors

Given an input (inquiry) AF-COEF q, its nearest K neighbors in the AHD are located. In this case, K (the number
of nearest neighbors) is experimentally set to 7 (Section 5).
The euclidean distance is used to measure the difference
between two AF-COEFs (Eq. 2). Here d represents a AFCOEF of an entry in the AHD. In this step, this distance
(termed neighbor-distance in this paper) is also retained.
v
u 4
uX
(2)
dist = t (qi − di )2
i=1

(3)

• Roughness Error (RE): represents the roughness of the
synthesized head motion path. Smooth head motion
(small RE) is preferred. Suppose Vi−1 is the T-VEC
at time Ti−1 and T Vi,j is the T-VEC of j th nearest
neighbor at time Ti . When the j th neighbor is chosen
at time Ti , REi,j is defined as the second derivative at
time Ti as follows (Eq. 4):
REi,j = kT Vi,j − Vi−1 k2

(4)

• Away Keyframe Error (AE): represents how far away
the current head pose is from specified key head pose.
Head motion toward specified key head poses decreases
the AE. Suppose KP is the next goal of key head pose
at time Ti and Pi−1 is the head pose at time Ti−1 , then
AEi,j is calculated (Eq. 5).
AEi,j = kKP − (Pi−1 + T Vi,j )k2

(5)

If the j th neighbor is chosen at time Ti and Wn , Wr , and
Wa (assume Wn ≥ 0,Wr ≥ 0, Wa ≥ 0, and Wn + Wr +
Wa = 1) are the weights for N E, RE and AE respectively,
the synthesis error erri,j (when the j th nearest neighbor is
chosen at time Ti ) is the weighted sum ofthe above three
errors (Eq. 6).
erri,j = Wn .N Ei,j + Wr .REi,j + Wa .AEi,j

(6)

Since the decision made at time Ti only depends on the
current K neighbor candidates and the previous state (e.g.
the head pose) at time Ti−1 , a dynamic programming technique is used to solve the optimum nearest neighbor combination.
Suppose ERRi,j represents the accumulated synthesis error from time T1 to Ti when j th neighbor is chosen at time
Ti ; P AT Hi,j represents the chosen neighbor at time Ti−1
when the j th neighbor is chosen at time Ti . Further assume
that all the N Ei,j , REi,j , AEi,j , ERRi,j , and P AT Hi,j are
available for 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ K, we move forward
to time Tl using the following equations (Eq. 7-9).
m
errl,j
= (ERRl−1,m − Wa .AEl−1,m ) + Wr .REl,j + Wa .AEl,j
(7)

Figure 3: Illustration of the head motion synthesis pipeline. The first step is to project audio features onto
the audio feature PCA space, the second step is to find K nearest neighbors in the AHD, and the third step
is to solve the optimum combination by dynamic programming.
ERRl,j =

m
min (errl,j
) + Wn .N El,j

m=1...K

m
P AT Hl,j = arg min (errl,j
+ Wn .N El,j )
m=1...K

(8)
(9)

Note that in Eq. 7, 1 ≤ m ≤ K and (ERRl−1,m − AEl−1,m )
is used to remove the old AE, because only new AE is useful
for current search. P AT Hl,j retains retracing information
about which neighbor is chosen at time Tl−1 if j th nearest
neighbor is chosen at time Ti .
Finally, the optimum nearest neighbor combination is determined by Equation 10-11. Assume Si represents the nearest neighbor optimally chosen at time Ti .
Sn

Si−1

= arg min ERRn,j
j=1...K

2≤i≤n

= P AT Hi,Si

(10)
(11)

th

Suppose T Vi,j is the T-VEC of j nearest neighbor at time
Ti , the final head pose HeadP osi at time Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is
calculated in Eq. 12.
HeadP osi =

i
X

T Vj,Sj

(12)

j=1

The time complexity of this KNN-based dynamic programming synthesis algorithm is O(n. log Nd +n.K 2 ), where
K is the number of nearest neighbors, Nd is the number
of entries in the AHD, and n is the number of input AFCOEF, for example, if 30 head motion frames per second is
synthesized and t is the total animation time (second), then
n = t ∗ 30.

5.

Figure 4: Illustration of the search space of the
~ (Wa , Wn , Wr ).
weights W

CHOOSING THE OPTIMUM WEIGHTS

As described in Section 4, the dynamic programming syn~ (Wn , Wa , Wr ) to inthesis algorithm uses three weights W
fluence the outcome of the chosen nearest neighbors. What
are the optimum weights for this head motion synthesis algorithm? Since it is assumed that Wa ≥ 0,Wn ≥ 0, Wr ≥ 0,
and Wa + Wn + Wr = 1. The searching space can be illustrated as Fig. 4.
Several speech segments (from the captured data, not
those used for constructing the AHD in Section 3) are used

for cross-validation [27]. For each speech segment, the key
head poses at the start time and the ending time are specified as the same as the original captured head poses. For a
specific weight configuration, Total Evaluation Error (TEE)
is defined as follows (Eq. 13):
T EE(Wn , Wa , W r) =

N X
6
X
(V̂ij − Vij )2

(13)

i=1 j=1

Where N is the number of total cross-validation head motion
frames, V̂i is the synthesized head pose at frame i, and Vi is
the ground-truth head pose at frame i.
A variant of gradient-descent method and non-sequential
random search [28] are combined to search the global minimum TEE (its weights are the optimum weights) (Eq. 1415). Here only four basic directions are considered: ~e1 =
(α, 0, −α), ~e2 = (−α, 0, α), ~e3 = (0, α, −α), and ~e4 = (0, −α, α).
α is the step size (experimentally set to 0.05 in this work)
~ t + ~ei )
j = arg min T EE(W
i=1..4

(14)

~ t+1 = W
~ t + ~ej
W

(15)

~ 0 is generated as follows: Wa is ranThe initial weight W
domly sampled from the uniform distribution [0..1], then
Wn is randomly sampled from uniform distribution [0...1Wa ], and Wr is assigned 1 − Wa − Wn .
Non-sequential random Search [28] is used to avoid getting stuck at a local minimum in the weight space: a given
number of initial weights are generated at random, then
each initial weight performs an independent search, and finally, the winner among all the searches is the optimum
weights. Fig 5 illustrates the search result after 20 ini~=
tial weights are used. The resultant optimum weights W
[Wa = 0.31755, Wn = 0.15782, Wr = 0.52463].

the constructed AHD may capture the head motion personality of the captured subject. Further investigation is needed
to compare the optimum weights of different subjects.
Since the number of nearest neighbors is discrete, unlike
the continuous weight space, we experimentally set the optimized K to 7 using the following experiments: after K is set
to a fixed number, the above searching method was used to
search the minimum TEE. Figure 6 illustrates the minimum
TTE with respect to different K.

6.
6.1

RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS
Ground-Truth Comparison

To evaluate this approach, ground-truth head motion is
compared to the synthesized head motion. A speech segment that was not used for training and cross-validation is
used for comparisons, and approriate key head poses are also
specified (only start head pose and ending head pose). Figure 7 illustrates the trajectory comparisons of synthesized
head motion and ground-truth one.

6.2

Figure 5: Plot of the search result after 20 initial weights are used (K=7). The global minimum is the red point, corresponding to the weights:
Wa =0.31755, Wn =0.15782, and Wr = 0.52463.

6.3

We argue that the optimum weights may depend on the
subject, since the audio-headmotion mapping reflected in

Applications with Keyframes

Although various automatic approaches were presented,
keyframing is still a useful tool for animators. For example,
in the case of the conversation of multiple avatars, head motion often accompanies turn-takings. Therefore, animators
can specify the appropriate key head poses, corresponding
to the turn-taking time. This approach will automatically
fill in the head motion gaps. If animators want the synthesized head motion to more closely follow key head poses,
animators just need to increase the weight Wa .

7.

Figure 6: Plot of minimum TTE versus K. For each
K, 20 iterations of non-sequential random search are
used.

Applications without Keyframes

In many applications, such as avatar-based telepresence
systems and computer games, automated head motion is required. This approach can be applied to these applications
by simply setting Wa to zero. Therefore, the head motion
is guided only by the roughness and neighbor-distance criterias. In some cases, staying in the initial head pose is
preferred, for example, the avatar speaking and paying attention only to one specific human subject, e.g. the user.
By automatically setting key head poses to the initial head
pose, the system can simulate these scenarios. Figure 8 illustrates some frames of synthesized head motion.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a data-driven audio-based approach is presented for automatically synthesizing appropriate head motion for avatar-based telepresence systems. The audio-headmotion
mapping is stored in a database (AHD), constructed from
the captured head motion data of a human subject. Given
novel speech (audio) input and optional key head poses, a
KNN-based dynamic programming technique is used to find
the optimized head motion from the AHD, maximally satisfying the requirements from both audio and specified key
head poses. Keyframe control provides flexibility for animators without the loss of the naturalness of synthesized head
motion.
This approach can be applied to many scenarios where automated head motion is required, such as automated head
motion and conversations among multiple avatars. Flexibly tuning the weights used in the algorithm and specifying

Figure 7: Comparison of ground-truth head motion (red solid curve) and the synthesized head motion (dashed
blue curve), for she neutrally pronounce utterance “Do you have an aversion to that”? Note that the motion
tendency at most places is similar.
appropriate key head poses will generate various styles of
synthesized head motion. It also can be used as a fast tool
for making initial head motion. Comparing with making
animation from scratch, refining the generated initial head
motion saves much time for animators.
A limitation of this data-driven approach is that it is
difficult to anticipate in advance the amount of training
data needed for specific applications. For example, if the
specified key head poses are beyond the training data, the
performance of this approach will degrade, since there are
not enough “matched” head motion entries in the AHD to
achieve the specified key head poses. But after some animation is generated, it is easy to evaluate the variety and
appropriateness of synthesized head motion and obtain more
data if necessary. Designing a database to achieve greater
degree application independence is a topic for open research.
We are aware that head motion is not an independent part
of the whole facial motion. Since it may strongly correlate
with eye motion, e.g. head motion-compensated gaze, appropriate eye motion will greatly enhance the realism of synthesized head motion. The linguistic structure of the speech
also plays an important role in the head motion of human
subjects [11]. We plan to combine the linguistic structure
into this approach: a combination of linguistic (e.g. syntactic and discourse) and audio features will be used to drive
the head motion.
We also plan to investigate the possibility of combining
this approach with human body animation, as in the case
of a human speaking while walking/running, since the head
motion composition involved may not just be a simple addition.
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